[1] Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) predicts that lunar wake expands outward at magnetosonic velocities in all directions perpendicular to background solar wind; however, fluid theories emphasize that lunar wake expands outward at sound speeds mainly along the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF). Early observations supported the MHD predictions in the near-moon region despite lack of solar wind and IMF observations. Thanks to the special orbit design of the ARTEMIS mission, the solar wind conditions are well determined at the time of concurrent observations in the lunar wake. 164 wake crossings made by ARTEMIS are statistically studied in this paper. Observations indicated that, in either distant or near-Moon regions, the lunar wake expands outward at the fast MHD wave velocities. This simple model provides a powerful way to determine wake boundaries, particularly at large distances where the boundary signatures are indistinct, thus allowing further studies on the Moon-solar wind/crustal field-solar wind interactions.
Introduction
[2] Earth's Moon is generally considered as a nonconductive body without a global-scale magnetic field and atmosphere, therefore lacking a global magnetosphere and an ionosphere, although some small scale crustal magnetic anomalies exist on its surface. When immersed within and interacting with the supersonic solar wind, the Moon acts as an absorber for the solar wind plasma, and a plasma void forms behind [Colburn et al., 1967; Ness et al., 1967] . The interplanetary magnetic field (IMF), however, passes through this insulator basically undisturbed [Sonett, 1982] . A complicated plasma and field structure forms behind the Moon when plasma refills, which is referred to as the 'lunar wake'. Simulations have predicted that the lunar wake may extend many lunar radii downstream of the Moon [e.g., Holmstrom et al., 2012] . The most distant wake crossing occurred at $25 R M (lunar radius) downstream when the Wind spacecraft skimmed over the Moon [Clack et al., 2004] .
[3] Even though kinetic effects contribute to the refilling of the wake [e.g., Halekas et al., 2011, and references therein] , MHD theory provides a good enough way to understand many features of the plasma entry and the subsequent large-scale structure of the lunar wake. When the plasma void forms behind the Moon, the ambient solar wind and magnetic field expand into the void due to pressure depletion. The field in the void is thus compressed, resulting in field magnitude enhancement; however, near but outside the void boundary, the expansion leads to depletion of the plasma density and the field magnitude and a rarefaction front propagates away into the nearby solar wind. This plasma and field depletion region is referred to as an 'expansion region' which surrounds the field-enhanced central wake [e.g., Whang, 1968; Johnson and Midgley, 1968; Michel, 1968] .
[4] The outward propagation of rarefaction front, which is referred to as the wake boundary (WB) in this paper, has been extensively studied since the Explorer and Apollo Missions in 1960s. By means of MHD approach, Johnson and Midgley [1968] and Michel [1968] predicted that the wake expands outward at fast magnetosonic velocities. Fluid theories, however, predict that the outer boundary expands only in the field-aligned directions at ion acoustic speeds (gP/r) 1/2 , where g is the adiabatic coefficient, P is pressure and r is the mass density [Denavit, 1979; Samir et al., 1983; Farrell et al., 1998; Clack et al., 2004] . To examine these theoretical predictions, simulations provide a powerful way to view the global picture of the lunar wake. It is clearly shown, for example, in a 3D hybrid simulation that the rarefaction front moves away at fast magnetosonic velocities in the rest frame of solar wind [Wiehle et al., 2011; Holmstrom et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2011] . In-situ satellite observations confirmed the MHD prediction in the near-Moon downstream region (within 2 R M ) [Whang and Ness, 1970] . As for the more distant downstream region, so far only one event was reported that the WB location satisfied the MHD prediction at $6 R M . Recently, the field-aligned particle refilling process was emphasized by the Wind observations in the distant downstream region (>6 R M ), which, however, could be readily interpreted within the fluid theory frame . Certainly more observations are needed, especially at large downstream distances.
[5] Except for the limited data coverage, the other uncertainty derives from lack of precisely-determined solar wind and IMF conditions associated with WB crossings [Whang and Ness, 1970; Ogilvie et al., 1996] . Except that the wake expansion velocity depends on the solar wind and IMF conditions, the plasma refilling may also depend on the angle between the solar wind and IMF [e.g., Holmstrom et al., 2012] .
[6] In this study, however, thanks to the special orbit design of the two spacecraft ARTEMIS mission [Angelopoulos, 2011] , the rarefaction front can be studied with welldetermined solar wind and IMF conditions and large data coverage. When one ARTEMIS spacecraft crosses the lunar wake, by design, the other one is located within the nearby solar wind, implying that the solar wind and IMF conditions can be precisely obtained [Sibeck et al., 2011] . From June of 2011 to February of 2012, the ARTEMIS spacecraft have made 164 wake crossings at various distances from 100 km to 19,000 km (0.06$11 R M ). In the next section, we present a case study and statistical studies; in Section 3 our observations are briefly discussed and summarized.
ARTEMIS Observations

Instrumentation and Coordinate System
[7] The ARTEMIS mission, an extension of the THEMIS mission, consists of two spacecraft, P1 and P2. Since July 26, 2011, both spacecraft were trapped in equatorial and high-eccentricity lunar orbits with perigee and apogee of $100 km (0.6 R M ) and 19,000 km (11 R M ), respectively [Angelopoulos, 2011] . The orbits are designed to have one spacecraft remaining in the solar wind near the Moon when the other one traverses the lunar wake, such that it provides a unique opportunity to explore the lunar wake at various distances with unambiguously known solar wind and interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) conditions. All data analyzed in the present study were collected by the electrostatic analyzer (ESA) [McFadden et al., 2008] and the fluxgate magnetometer [Auster et al., 2008] , and they are used at a 3 second resolution.
[8] To exclude the effects of IMF clock angles and solar wind directions, a dynamic orthogonal coordinate system is introduced in this study, which is referred to as 'Lunar Solar Magnetic' system (LSM). In this system, X always points against the instantaneous solar wind, which is dynamic and changes its direction and magnitude all the time; Y is along the direction of cross product of instantaneous IMF and X; Z completes the orthogonal set through X Â Y; the center of the Moon is set to be the origin of the system. In this dynamic coordinate system, the velocity of the background solar wind is always along ÀX, and the IMF is always contained within the X À Z plane (perpendicular to Y). Hereafter in this paper, the region with (Y 2 + Z 2 ) 1/2 < 1 R M and X < 0 R M is referred to as the 'solar wind shadow' region, which is distinct from the 'sunlight shadow' region since the velocity of solar wind is not necessarily along the direction radially away from the sun.
A Lunar Wake Crossing Event on December 19th, 2011
[9] A wake crossing event on December 19th, 2011 is presented here. From 15:00 UT to 18:00 UT, the Moon was located around [21.3, À53.4, À4.4 ] R E in the Geocentric Solar Ecliptic (GSE) coordinate system. Spacecraft P2 remained in the solar wind at about 9 R M downstream from the Moon (not shown) and monitored the background solar wind and IMF conditions. Figure 1a shows the trajectory of spacecraft P1 in the LSM coordinate system. P1 moved inbound from X = À3.5 R M , and entered into the solar wind shadow at about X = À2.8 R M (marked as SB1). At X = À1.2 R M P1 left the solar wind shadow (marked as SB2) and subsequently reached the dayside of the Moon (X > 0). Figure 1b1 shows the location of P1 as function of time; the blue line represents X and the green line denotes the distance of spacecraft from the X axis ((Y 2 + Z 2 )
1/2
). The black bar at the top indicates the 'sunlight shadow' region, and the blue bar at the bottom shows the 'solar wind shadow' region.
[10] Figures 1b2-1b7 present plasma and magnetic field data of this event. Data from P2, which remained in the solar wind, are plotted in black; data from P1, which crossed the wake, are plotted in red. We identify the point where the ion number density begins to decrease relative to the density of the undisturbed solar wind as the 'wake boundary' (WB). As shown in Figure 1b2 , before 15:52 UT, the ion number density (Ni) measured at the two spacecraft tracks each other closely, although there is a very small offset between them. At 15:52 UT Ni at P1 began to decrease but Ni at P2 remained at the previous level. This is the first WB encountered in this event (the first red vertical dashed line, marked as 'WB1'). Ni decreased slowly in the wake until P1 reached the solar wind shadow boundary at about 16:12 UT (the first black vertical dashed line, marked as 'SB1'). Once P1 entered into the solar wind shadow, Ni dropped much more quickly than before to a level below 0.1 cm À3 . P1 remained in the solar wind shadow for about 50 minutes and left at 17:00 UT (the second black vertical dashed line, marked as 'SB2'). Then, Ni recovered slowly to the background level until P1 reached the WB again at 17:12 UT (the second red vertical dashed line, marked as 'WB2'). Thereafter, P1 returned to the undisturbed solar wind and Ni recovered to the background solar wind level.
[11] Our data indicate that the WB expands away from the lunar terminator in the rest frame of the solar wind as the downstream distance increases. As shown in Figure 1a , at X $ À0.8 R M ('WB2'), the WB was located $0.2 R M away from the solar wind shadow; at X $ À3.1 R M ('WB1'), however, the boundary was 0.76 R M away from the solar wind shadow. We can estimate the WB expansion velocity. The first boundary was encountered by P1 at [À3.08, 0.61, 1.65] R M in the LSM system, and it took about T1 = d1/V SM = 15.88 seconds for the undisturbed solar wind (V SW = À343.9 km/s) to move from the Moon to the location of the spacecraft (d1 = 3.08 R M ). Let us assume that the density perturbations are excited at the terminator of the Moon and they propagate radially away in Y À Z plane in the rest frame of solar wind. Within this 15.58 seconds, this density perturbation front propagated d2 = 0.76 R M radially in the Y À Z plane and reached the location of P1, which gives a propagation velocity of d2/T1$85 km/s. We notice that when the perturbation propagates away from the lunar terminator, it reduces the field magnitude (Figure 1b3 between WB1 and SB1) and the magnetic pressure (Figure 1b4 ). Although only higher energy particles (high temperatures) present in the central wake (Figures 1b6 and 1b7) , the significant drop of the ion number density (Figure 1b2 ) leads to a depletion of thermal pressure inside the wake (Figures 1b5) . The in-phase changes in the magnetic and the thermal pressure suggest that the perturbation front propagates at fast wave velocities. We calculated the corresponding fast mode wave velocities through
, where Cs denotes the background solar wind sound speed, V A is the solar wind Alfvén velocity, and q is the angle between the wave vector and the IMF. For the first WB (WB1), Cs = 63 km/s, V A = 55 km/s, and q = 65 degrees (Here, we assume that the perturbation propagates radially out in the Y À Z plane from the lunar terminator in the rest frame of the solar wind), all of which give the fast mode velocity of 79 km/s, which is approximately equal to our calculated velocity, 85 km/s. In the same way, the propagation velocity for the second boundary 'WB2' was calculated to be 95 km/s, which is also close to the corresponding fast mode velocity, 97 km/s.
[12] The fast mode wave may not propagate purely radially from the lunar terminator in the Y À Z plane; here we present another way to demonstrate that the WB propagates at the fast wave velocity. In Figure 1b8 , the blue curve gives the time taken by solar wind to propagate from the Moon to the location of the spacecraft P1 (T1 = d1/V SW ), where d1 is the distance of P1 to the Moon in the X direction and V SW is the instantaneous solar wind velocity; the green curve represents the shortest time, T2, required for the fast waves to propagate from anywhere on the lunar surface of to the location of P1 (it is not exactly d2/V F ) in the rest frame of solar wind. When T1 < T2, it means that when the solar wind reaches P1, the fast wave perturbations have not yet propagated to the location of P1 (a fast wave requires more time than does the solar wind); T1 > T2 means that when the solar wind arrives at P1, the fast wave has already passed by P1 (a fast wave needs less time to reach P1 than does the solar wind). In our data, however, at the WBs identified by the ion number density (the red vertical dashed lines in Figure 1b ), T1 is roughly equal to T2, which means that when the solar wind reached P1, the fast wave also arrived at P1. This result strongly suggests that the WB propagates at fast wave velocities in the rest frame of the solar wind.
Statistical Studies
[13] From June 27th, 2011 to February 3rd, 2012, there were 164 wake crossing events, e.g., at least 328 (164 Â 2) boundary crossings. As the case study, we identified the WBs by using decrease in ion number density. Plasma and magnetic field data are available for both P1 and P2 for only 264 of the boundary crossings, thus only these events are involved in this statistical study. In the same way as in our case study, we then calculated the corresponding times, T1 = d1/V SW and T2, at these boundaries (Figure 2a) . The scatter plot of T1 and T2 for the 264 boundary crossings is shown in Figure 2b . Data points scatter around the diagonal of the plot. A linear regression gives T2 = 0.95T1 + 0.68 as shown 1/2 as function of X. WB1 and WB2 denote locations of two wake boundary crossings, and SB1 and SB2 denote two solar wind shadow boundary crossings. (b1) These two position parameters, (Y 2 + Z 2 ) 1/2 (green) and X (blue) for P1 are also shown as functions of time. (b2-b7) The ion number densities, the field magnitudes, the magnetic pressures, the thermal pressures, and the ion and electron energy spectra (P1) are plotted. The black curves for spacecraft P2, which remained in the nearby solar wind; and the red for P1, which crossed the wake. (b8) The time (T1) needed for the solar wind to propagate from the Moon to the location of P1 is shown in blue, and the shortest time (T2) taken by fast mode waves excited anywhere on the lunar surface to propagate to the location of P1 in the rest frame of the solar wind is shown in green.
by the blue line in Figure 2b . T2 is roughly equal to T1, which is consistent with the MHD assertion that the WBs propagate outward at fast wave velocities.
[14] The outward expansion of the lunar wake is demonstrated more intuitively in Figure 3 . All available ion number density data for 164 wake crossing events, N i,wake , are normalized by the background solar wind number density (N i,wake /N i,solarwind ) and shown the LSM coordinate system. To exclude the effect of the dynamic solar wind velocities, the locations of the data points in the X direction are normalized by the instantaneous solar wind velocities V SW (X/V SW ). The lunar wake is then divided into three different regions, Region I (X/V SW = [0, 15] seconds), Region II (X/V SW = [15, 30] seconds) and Region III (X/V SW > 30 seconds) as shown in Figure 3a . Figure 3b1 shows the distribution for Region I in the Y À Z plane of the median values of the normalized number densities N i,wake /N i,solarwind within bins with dY = 0.1 R M and dZ = 0.1 R M . The solid black circle shows the solar wind shadow boundary projected in the Y À Z plane, and the solid ellipse is the fast wave front calculated by using the median values of the solar wind sound speeds Cs, Alfvén velocities V A , IMF directions, and the solar wind propagation times in Region I. Outside the calculated fast wave front, the color is dominantly pink or red (N i,wake /N i,solarwind $ 1), denoting the undisturbed background level solar wind. The lunar wake, represented by the decrease in the ion density (N i,wake / N i,solarwind < 1), is found to be confined well within the calculated fast wave front. Just inside the fast wave front, the color is dominantly blue (N i,wake /N i,solarwind 0.7$0.9), and the refilling process begins to reduce plasma densities. While inside the solar wind shadow, the density drops rapidly from 0.7 (dominantly blue and green) to a level below 0.1 (black). Figure 3b2 shows profiles of N i,wake /N i,solarwind along the Y axis (blue) and along Z axis (red) in Figure 3b1 . It is clear that N i,wake /N i,solarwind begins to reduce at the fast wave fronts denoted by the two blue and two red vertical lines (blue for the fast wave fronts in the Y direction, red for the fronts in the Z direction). The formats of Figures 3c1, 3c2, 3d1 , and 3d2 are analogous to those of Figures 3b1 and 3b2 , whereas the data points are limited within Regions II and III, respectively. It is found: (1) the WBs move away from the lunar terminator as the downstream distance increases; (2) WBs are always located near the fast wave front. These observations reveal that the lunar wake expands outward at fast wave velocities. Certainly, the location of WBs may also be adjusted by angles between the solar wind velocities and the IMF; however, in Figure 3 , we do not have enough data to distinguish the effect of these angles.
Discussion and Summaries
[15] To prove that the wake is formed by fast wave, we use evidence from more plasma and magnetic field observations. Figure 4 plots the normalized ion temperatures (T i,wake / T i,back ), electron temperature (T e,wake /T e,back ), thermal pressure (sum of ion and electron pressures) and field magnitude (B T,wake /B T,Solarwind ). All formats are the same as those in Figure 3 . Although the ion and electron temperatures enhance significantly in the central wake (Figures 4a and 4b ) due to the earlier arrival of the hot ions and electrons with higher thermal velocities (Figures 1b6 and 1b7) , the total thermal pressure decreases in the lunar wake (Figure 4c , Regions I and II), particularly in the near-Moon region, mainly because of the depletion of plasma. An outward thermal pressure gradient thus forms on the wake boundary. The field magnitudes increase up to 1.2 in the central wake of the near-Moon region (Region I) and to higher levels further downstream (Region II and III); whereas in the region outside of the solar wind shadow but inside the fast wave front, the normalized field magnitudes drop to levels below 1.0. This field magnitude pattern can be easily understood by a diamagnetic current system resulting from thermal pressure gradient on the WB [Colburn et al., 1967; Ness et al., 1967] . The in-phase changes in magnetic pressure and thermal pressure is consistent with the properties of the fast mode. This analysis further confirms that, to a first order, the lunar wake itself can be treated as a fast wave front excited at the terminator of the Moon through the absorption of solar wind plasma [Holmstrom et al., 2012] .
[16] Solar wind plasma absorption is not the only fast wave source, and the interaction between solar wind and the magnetic anomalies on the lunar surface may also excite fast waves. Solar wind interaction with small scale field anomalies may vary as the magnitudes of these anomalies increase [Omidi et al., 2002] . For the lunar anomaly case, the interaction should be magnetosonic and it yields compression of the field magnitude, which propagates outward around the wake. The field compression is common to see around the lunar wake [e.g., Halekas et al., 2006] . Field Figure 2 . (a) The sketch of the outward expansion of lunar wake is shown. d1 denotes the distance of the wake crossing spacecraft to the Moon in the X direction, V SW is the instantaneous solar wind velocity, d2 is the distance of spacecraft to the solar wind shadow boundary, V F stands for the velocity of the fast wave excited on the lunar surface, and T1 and T2 are the same as described in Figure 1 compressions are also seen in our data; however, they have been smoothed out by the statistic approach in Figure 4d .
[17] In addition, the fast mode waves may not the only mode existing in the wake system, and the other modes, that is to say, the Alfvén and slow mode waves may also be excited [Wiehle et al., 2011] . In our data, for example, in the solar wind shadow region, the thermal pressure decreases (Figure 4c ) and the magnetic pressure (field magnitude) increases compared to the background (Figure 4d ). These anti-correlated variations indicate a slow mode perturbation. In this paper, however, our purpose is to identify the WB, so the slow mode boundaries are not determined. In the simulation of Wiehle et al. [2011] and Holmstrom et al. [2012] , there is a region inside the wake with ion number density of the solar wind level. Wiehle et al. [2011] noticed that in this region the field perturbations are mainly field-perpendicular, Figures 3b1 and 3b2 , but they show data in region II and III, respectively. and they proposed that this perturbation is Alfvénic. However, in our data, this high number density region is not clearly seen.
[18] It should be noticed that the wake discussed in this paper only characterizes the interaction between the supersonic magnetized plasma (solar wind) and non-conductive bodies. To those conductive bodies, such as Io, the moon of the Jupiter, the interaction with the flowing plasma is different. The dense plasma in the ionosphere and torus of Io may slow down the surrounding flowing plasma near the Io and bend the field line to form global Alfvén wings [e.g., Frank et al., 1996] . 
